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Abstract

In this paper, the authors describe the development of an instructional software, where developers engaged in the process of translating educational theory into a cyber-learning tool, and the challenges encountered in evaluating its usability and effectiveness of the tool as a learning aid. Specifically, the authors reflect on their experience in creating the “Adaptive Map” – an instructional software designed to help students gain conceptual understanding of large stores of content information. This concept map-based system explicitly shows how discrete concepts are linked to the whole of the course with a large node-link diagram. This explicit mapping of expert knowledge structures has been shown to promote conceptual understanding in students. Because concept maps become visually cluttered and unusable when they get too large though, an interactive visualization tool was developed to maintain the advantages of concept maps as learning tools while managing the visual clutter in maps that cover entire courses or even an entire curriculum. In this paper, the authors discuss the process they took in integrating the educational literature with the information visualization literature to understand how to best make an information visualization that addresses educational goals. Results from a heuristic analysis using Munzner’s four level validation framework for an information visualization are also presented.

1. Background and Motivation

Technology has the potential to aid instruction, but the simple act of using technology to deliver instruction does not improve the instruction being delivered \[1\]. In order to have a positive impact on student learning, instructional technology developers must draw on what is known about how people learn and then use technology to improve the quality of the instructional materials. This often involves collaboration between researchers with backgrounds in education and those with backgrounds in software, or other technologies. This paper serves as a case study of one such instructional software development process, the development of the Adaptive Map digital textbook, so that future collaborations might gain insight into developing instructional technologies.

1.1 The Theory Behind the Adaptive Map

The Adaptive Map is an attempt to use the flexibility of modern software to improve the design digital textbooks in ways that was not previously possible. The Adaptive Map tool is a collection of content pages that collectively serve as a textbook for a course. In its current iteration, the Adaptive Map (available at www.adaptivemap.me.vt.edu) has been developed with content in engineering statics. Statics was chosen for an initial content area because it is a
foundational course for a variety of engineering majors, thus maximizing the potential impact of the tool.

The central design feature of the Adaptive Map tool is a concept map based navigation system. Research studies have previously found that by using expert generated concept maps to show how different topics in lesson are related, students are better able to understand and retain the content information presented [2–6]. Expert-generated concept maps serve as advance organizers [7] and improve understanding by mobilizing relevant prior knowledge the new content can be cognitively connected too [8].

However, concept maps have problems with scalability. When concept maps become too large and complex, users encounter “map shock” [9]. Map shock is a cognitive and affective reaction to large scale concept maps where learners become overwhelmed and disengage from processing the concept map. This diminishes the effectiveness of large expert generated concept maps as learning tools. Concept maps are therefore effective for organizing small amounts of content information in a way that students can better understand it, but they cannot currently be used to organize large quantities of information. This limits the effectiveness of concept maps as a way to enhance the effectiveness of course textbooks.

The symptoms of map shock match the more broadly defined phenomenon of cognitive overload, as described in cognitive load theory [10, 11]. In order to avoid map shock in learners, the visuals presented must be managed in a way that helps learners manage their cognitive load. In order to better manage the cognitive load of users, the authors used information visualization techniques to create the Adaptive Map’s interactive navigation system for large scale concept maps. This instructional tool was built to test the hypothesis that information visualization techniques could be used to increase the effectiveness of large scale concept maps as advance organizers by managing a user’s cognitive load and eliminating map shock.

1.2 Overview of the Adaptive Map Tool

The Adaptive Map software features semantic zooming techniques to enable the user to explore the large-scale concept map. With this technique the scope of the material being covered determines the level of detail presented in the visualization. By having the software limit the amount of information presented at any one time, the software is managing the cognitive load imposed on the learner.

The tool opens by presenting users with an overview of all the information covered at a high level of abstraction. At this overview level the topics are grouped into clusters of highly related ideas, similar to chapters in a traditional book. Each cluster is represented as a node in a graph, and the links between the nodes represent direct relationships between the topics in each of the clusters. These links are directed and generally flow from more basic prerequisite clusters at the top of the screen to more advanced post-requisite concepts at the bottom of the screen. The
links’ line thickness is directly related to the number of direct connections between topics within those two clusters. An image of the overview can be seen in Figure 1.

The user at any level can pan by either clicking on cluster nodes to center them on the screen, or by clicking, holding and dragging the background. The user can also zoom in or out using scroll wheel, or by using the + and – buttons on the screen.

If the user zooms in to (or clicks on) any of the clusters in the overview, the cluster node will break apart into topic nodes and give the user more details on that cluster. Each cluster node contains several topics, where a topic was defined as the smallest independently teachable lesson. Information on how the topics and clusters were identified can be found in previous literature [12]. At this level, the topics are represented by individual nodes in the concept map and the relationships between the topics are represented by links. A sample screenshot of the “Static Equilibrium” cluster is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, the user is focused on the static equilibrium topic, as indicated by the yellow border around the node and the description of the topic in the node. The background color and all the topics within the static equilibrium cluster are red to match the color of the static equilibrium cluster node in the overview. Any topic that is directly related to the focus topic from other clusters is also drawn in. In this case, the two force member topic is directly related to the static equilibrium topic, though the two force member topic is part of another cluster. These cross-cluster relationships are amalgamated into the links seen in the overview. More details on the topics or the relationships can be found by hovering over the nodes or link in these views.

If one zooms in further to a topic nodes, one will view the content page associated with that topic. These topic pages resemble the content in more traditional textbooks, with explanations, images and worked example problems. A screenshot of part of the “Static Equilibrium” Topic Page is shown in Figure 3.

**Static Equilibrium**

Objects in static equilibrium are objects that are not accelerating (either linear acceleration or angular acceleration). These objects may be stationary, such as a building or a bridge, or they may have a constant velocity, such as a car or truck moving at a constant speed on a straight patch of road.

**Figure 3: Adaptive Map Topic Page**

Through these three levels of zoom, learners can explore the topics and the relationship between topics contained in the adaptive map. The interface helps users maintain a sense of context within the overall concept map, and helps match the level of detail displayed to learner’s current level of focus (from a course wide overview, to a chapter overview, to a single topic focus).

2. Software Development Process

2.1 Developing the Software Goals

The software development process began with the formation of software design goals. These design goals were based on an extensive review of the educational literature relating to concept
maps and cognitive load theory. In addition computer science literature related to information visualization, particularly the information visualization literature pertaining to graphs, was consulted. The software design goals and citations of the related literature are listed below.

1. The tool will act as a digital content repository with a concept map based navigation scheme. The tool must be able to display detailed information as well as concept maps of the embedded information at several levels of detail and abstraction, and it must allow the user to easily navigate horizontally (from one topic to another) and vertically (from one level of detail to another).

2. Usability of the visualization as both a learning and navigation tool is the primary goal of the software. The information should be displayed in a way that does not cognitively overload\cite{10,11} the user.

3. The tool will automatically generate the visualizations based on metadata from the content developer. The content developer will develop content pages with metadata to inform the software what other topics a given idea is directly related to, what the nature of those relationships are, and to what groups the topic belongs. The software should interpret this information and determine how to best visualize the information automatically based on the expert-generated metadata.

4. The tool should be as modular as possible. Software and content should be kept separate so that future content can be developed without understanding the inner workings of the visualization software. This should lower the barrier to adoption for future content developers.

5. The software should provide means for the user to adjust the visual presentation settings. Since many of the ideal parameters for a concept map are learner dependent\cite{13}, the user should be able to change the settings to match his or her needs.

6. The concept map displays should provide good “symmetry” and “predictability.” The concept map displays should display node-link structures with similar relationships in similar ways. The displays should also be consistent temporally - if the user leaves a view and then later comes back to it, it should look the same as it did the first time. Good symmetry and predictability are shown to enhance comprehension of concept maps and therefore induce lower cognitive loads\cite{13–15}. Also, small changes to the content should not radically alter the output. Both of these goals can be accomplished by having consistent and structured rules for how the concept map visual is built.

7. The concept map should minimize link lengths and link crossings. This will provide good proximity for directly linked nodes and reduce the mental effort needed to interpret the links\cite{13,16-17}.

8. The concept map should provide good “continuation”. Concept maps with directional links that generally flow in a single direction are easier to understand than concept maps that have links with random or outward directions of flow\cite{13}. This direction of flow should be vertically oriented for further ease of interpretation\cite{2}. 
9. The nodes and links should utilize color and shape as indications of different features of the nodes and links. This should be kept fairly simple, however, and the degree of color and shape variation should be able to be adjusted by the user.

10. The tool should help the user maintain a sense of context while viewing details, as this is difficult to do within large scale concept maps [18, 19]. To accomplish this goal, smooth zooming and panning, multiple window setups, distorted views, or some combination of these methods will be employed.

11. Upon startup, the tool should display an overview of all the content available to the user. Introducing a visualization via an overview has been shown to enhance the sense of context for later displayed information [20].

2.2 Developing the Visualization Software

The software design team then began to develop the software to support these software design goals. As a first decision, the design team decided to develop the Adaptive Map tool as a Java applet, as this approach offered many advantages. First, the native cross-platform compatibility of Java allowed the team to distribute the program to students on all major platforms, without having to write much platform-specific code. Second, prior experiences with Java and the widespread availability of free web tutorials about programming with Java allowed all team members to participate in development process quickly without learning the details of more uncommonly used software. Finally, using a Java applet allowed the team to host the program on one central server rather than having users install and have to update software on their personal computers. This provided all users access via web browser and the centralized location allowed for simple and efficient updates to both the software and the content.

Once the team chose the programming language, the team selected a tool to use for the visual aspect of the program. The tool needed to be able to animate many objects at the same time in a smooth and efficient manner in order maintain a sense of context (software design goal #10). Of the possibilities that were considered, the “Zoomable Visual Transformation Machine” (ZVTM) toolkit [21] was chosen. This toolkit provided a simple programming interface that allowed the team to create and animate objects without much effort. It also provided the source code for all of its objects, which allowed for easy modification that better allowed the design team to address a variety of software design goals.

To properly implement design goals 3, 6, 7 and 8, which deal with graph layout, the development team researched available graphing software. Many free graph layout algorithms have already been developed and optimized by outside researchers, and it was deemed best to not try to figuratively “reinvent the wheel” for this particular task. The first graphing toolkit the team tested was the “Hierarchical Layout Plugin”, developed by Robert Sheridan for the Institute for Systems Biology [22]. This plugin worked well for getting a basic layout of nodes, but did not adequately minimize link crossings (software design goal #7). Graphviz [23] was ultimately selected as it provided a better graphing solution than the Hierarchical Layout plugin, with less
link crossings overall. Graphviz also provided the ability to pre-generate the graph layout solutions beforehand so that overall layout consistency could be maintained (software design goal #6). This created an extra step for the content developer when changing the content, but this drawback was balanced by the decreased load on user’s machines. These pre-generated maps could be downloaded once upon loading the Adaptive Map and saved, rather than having user’s machines continually regenerate the new maps as the user was exploring the concept maps.

Finally, it was decided that the content should be stored in the form of HTML and XML pages. HTML and XML were chosen as ways to encode the content pages and the concept map layout because of their simplicity. This ensured that content developers not familiar with programming would be able to translate their concept into a virtual book.

The HTML pages were designed to offer instruction on specific topics and provide relevant worked examples. Developing HTML is a fairly simple exercise and many tools are already available to help aid the construction of HTML pages. XML was used to encode the concept map structure, how all the topic pages were linked together. XML was chosen because of its simplicity, and because it allowed the content to be read by the Java visualization software while still keeping the content and software separate (software design goal #4).

2.2 Creating Content for the Adaptive Map

In order to develop the concept map itself, content developers would start by creating a course wide concept map of the subject area. There are many software packages that aid in creating concept maps, but the developers for this project simply used Microsoft PowerPoint. A process for creating large-scale concept maps is outlined in previous literature [12]. After a concept map is created it is converted into an XML document so that the software can interpret the concepts and links between concepts. This XML document captures the structure of the concept map (what the nodes are and what other nodes they are linked to), while leaving the physical layout of this concept map to be determined by the visualization software. To further aid with content management, a simple Java interface was developed to allow content developers to more easily create and manage the large XML documents needed to represent the large concept maps (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The XML Editor

After the main features of the program were in place, the team tested many optional features that the user could adjust (software design goal 5). Some users found the ability to drag different
nodes around useful, while others found that it got in the way. This made it a good candidate for a user option. Some users that dragged nodes found that the nodes could often get messier than they had expected. Thus, the team implemented a feature that returned all nodes to their original positions. Others found the size of the font to be too small, so the team added buttons that allows users to increase or decrease the size of the font. When the program transitioned from “Overview” mode to “Cluster View”, some users found themselves zooming out after each transition, while others enjoyed using the default zoom. A slider-bar was added to allow users to set a default post-transition zoom level. All of these optional features made the program more flexible, and allowed users to customize the Adaptive Map to meet their particular preferences.

3. Software Evaluation

The ultimate goal of the textbook is to promote conceptual understanding across a variety of topics in engineering statics. To evaluate this, the researchers are using data collection sessions in which engineering statics students use the Adaptive Map tool to study a prescribed topic area and then explain that topic area to the researchers. Transcripts of these sessions are being analyzed to get a measure of conceptual understanding. During these sessions, students are also self-reporting levels of cognitive load experiences while preparing for the explanations. Testing of this type is ongoing, but a way to more quickly identify design flaws for correction was desired.

In order for the Adaptive Map tool to be useful as a learning tool, it must first be an effective information visualization. Students must be able to draw meaning from the concrete representations of abstract concepts and relationships. In order to evaluate the Adaptive Map tool as an information visualization, a heuristic analysis of the visualization was performed. For this heuristic analysis, the researchers used Munzner’s four level information visualization framework [24].

3.1 Munzner’s Four Level Model for Visualization Design and Validation

Munzner’s model breaks the information visualization development process down into four stages, with each stage being dependent upon the previous stage [24]. To validate information visualizations using Munzner’s model, a developer needs to examine his or her design with respect to a number of threat’s to validity at each level. If the design fails to address the threats to validity at any of the four levels, the information visualization will not be an effective tool. Table 1 outlines Munzner’s four level model for visualization design and validation.
3.2 Evaluating the Adaptive Map Using Munzner’s Framework

The Adaptive Map tool was examined through the lens of Munzner’s framework by both the developers and by a number of evaluators external to the project. The external evaluators consisted of 22 students enrolled in and information visualization class, these students were asked to evaluate the Adaptive Map tool according to Munzner’s model as part of a class assignment. Because most students in the class were not familiar with the content in engineering statics, two additional external participants who were familiar the statics content (one professional and one student) were brought into a class to interact with the tool to aid in the evaluation. An outline of the heuristic analysis and a summary of the suggestions from external evaluators is outlined below.

3.2.1 The Problem Level

At the problem level, users of the Adaptive Map tool were encouraged to use the tool as a replacement to their textbook. Common user tasks consist of looking up information to solve homework problems, studying for exams, and catching up with the information from missed classes. In all of these cases, the students are attempting to learn the content information in the textbook. Concept maps in particular aid in the formation of conceptual understanding [8], a type of learning that usually lags behind the acquisition of procedural knowledge in mechanics courses such as engineering statics [25–27].
In general, the external evaluators agreed that the task of learning the material during out of class hours was a valid task for statics students, the presumed users of the Adaptive Map tool. Because the tool is filling the role of an existing tool, that of a textbook, the user tasks were well defined and familiar to the users already. Additionally, several external evaluators agreed that gaining an understanding of the concepts in a course was more difficult than learning and using procedures.

3.2.2 The Data Abstraction Level

At the data abstraction level, the developer had to determine if the types of data being presented were relevant to the identified user tasks. The Adaptive Map presents two primary types of data to the user, concepts and relationships. Each of the concepts and relationships has many associated characteristics, but the core data is the concepts and relationships between those concepts. Concepts and relationships were specifically chosen because this is how people store knowledge in cognitive schemas in long term memory \(^{[28]}\). Concept maps were originally developed as a way to externalize these cognitive schemas in learners for evaluation \(^{[8]}\), and the close correlation between the data presented and the way humans remember information speaks to the validity of the data presented. Overall, the external evaluators found that concepts and relationships were relevant to learning, but there was also a call for more data types that were not present.

The first data type that evaluators found was missing was a single linear ordering of the concepts. Though the directed nature of the links provided some guidance through the content, there was desire from a large number of evaluators for a linear ordering to the concepts. Without a “first page”, evaluators were left wondering where to start. This is an artificial data, stemming not from the way the mind works or from expert understanding but from experiences with previous textbooks. A number of different orders are valid for learning the topics, but as novices with a newfound choice on their hands (where to start and what to learn next), the evaluators were understandably uneasy. Preliminary results from the classroom based evaluation do not show similar feelings however, most likely because the course schedule provided the information on where to start and what to learn next. Since the linear ordering would interfere with the presentation of the relationships between ideas, the suggestion to add a linear ordering is not immediately being pursued. Developers have taken this into consideration however as a possible barrier to adoption.

The second data type that evaluators found was missing was user history data. The evaluators wanted a system to record what pages they visited, what had already been covered in class, and a system to record notes on the topics. Though some data was available through the back button, there was a call for more of this data to be recorded and available. Preliminary results from the classroom evaluation indicate that actual students desire to have this information as well. The desire for this information may stem from a performance orientation to learning \(^{[29]}\), where students measure their success by checking off what they have done, what they understand, and
how they compare to their classmates. A system of tracking user history and user performance on integrated quizzes will be added to future versions of the adaptive map tool.

3.2.3 The Data Encoding Level

At the data encoding level, the primary visualization strategy was to use a graph, in the form of a concept map, to represent the data of concepts and relationships. To navigate and interact with the graph, a semantic zooming strategy was employed to manage cognitive load. Graphs are the most obvious and usually the best way to encode sets of data consisting of items and relationships between those items. The external evaluators generally agreed that the concept map structure was the best way to display the concept and relationships and that the semantic zooming technique was a valid way to manage cognitive load, but they did have two prominent suggestions to improve the data encoding design.

First, the evaluators had trouble learning what all the encodings meant (node color, node gradient, link thickness, etc.). There was some textual explanation of what these encodings represented, but the prevalence of this confusion indicated that the explanations were not sufficient. In order to address the issue, videos were created to introduce new users to the tool and to better explain what each of the encodings meant. Preliminary results from the classroom assessment corroborate this initial confusion with the data encodings, but after a few instances of using the tool, students did seem to be able to comprehend all the data encodings with ease.

The second recurring suggestion the evaluators offered was to improve the overview encoding. There were still concerns about cognitive overload due to the many overlapping links that were present in the overview. Preliminary results from the students in the classroom evaluation corroborate this claim, indicating that the overview was the most difficult view to make sense of. More design work will need to be done to determine an alternative method for representing the data in the overview.

3.2.3 Algorithm Level

The data encoding strategy is carried out via a Java applet supported by graph layout and visualization softwares. Evaluators found the software to be sufficiently fast and efficient in carrying out the design encoding strategy. The evaluators did find software bugs however, when refreshing the page and when clicking during a transition animation. These bugs could interfere with the encoding design under some conditions. These bugs are being addressed to improve the quality of the Adaptive Map tool.

4. Closure and Future Work

The software development process for the Adaptive Map tool ensured that design choices for this instructional technology stemmed from the literature on how people process information and learn (conceptual understanding, concept map, cognitive load theory and information...
visualization literature in this case), not what the technology was capable of. By using a learning centered approach to design, the technology was served as a way to expand the design possibilities of the instructional tool.

Results from a heuristic analysis with external evaluators served as a way to identify and address issues with the instructional technology quickly and efficiently before the tool is tested in the classroom. This analysis has served as a precursor to the forthcoming in class evaluation with authentic users (students in a statics class).

Analysis of the effectiveness of using information visualization techniques to improve instructional technology is ongoing. Work needs to be done to more carefully examine the Adaptive Map tool’s effect on conceptual understanding in students, and furthermore to examine how many of the design features of the adaptive map relate to student perceptions of the content and student learning. However, initial results indicate that there is a strong potential for collaboration between information visualization and education.
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